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Inserts compatible with Charlie Banana
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SpencerBean · Pass a Note!

Posted 06/10/2012

I've read that the inserts that come with the CB diapers
(microfiber) aren't as absorbant as some. What are some
other options I can use?

Thank you!
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jacesmommy817
Posted 06/10/2012

I stuffed mine with bamboo applecheeks inserts, but you can
stuff them with pretty much whatever you want. The pockets
are a good size. HTH!! GL!! :)
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jewisonm
Posted 06/11/2012

Hmm, I have no idea. I'm new to this but I've heard people
suggest using prefolds or flats/fst's inside of pockets instead
of inserts. Supposed to be better than microfiber bc build-up.
I don't have any experience yet though. :)
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ChellaMoma
Posted 06/11/2012

I find them decently absorbent, you can stuff them with pretty
much everything. They fit with fuzzibunz, bum genius, I add a
hemp doubler to all my pockets
...
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pink_elephantastic
Posted 06/11/2012

Bump! I am curious about this too.

I am trying to work on my registry and I'm considering the
Charlie Banana 2-in-1 from target. I planned on using
prefolds and thirsties duos for a good while and doing the
CB2n1 for when i'm out or when being babysat with family.
How many do you think that I should get? I added the 6 pack
of these on my registry. Do you think this would be enough
for what I am wanting?
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daydreamer1111
Posted 23 hours ago

I use tri-folded infant prefolds, pad folded flats or flour sack
towels. Sometimes I add a small gcloth if I need a bit more
absorbency for a nap or something.
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beastlybaby
Posted 23 hours ago

Pink_elephantastic-- 6 CBs will only last 6 diaper changes so
if you need more than that per day with a babysitter, id
suggest getting some other cheap pockets like alvas or
kawaiis. I like the idea of CBs but i cant justify the expense
when there plenty of other OS pockets that work just as well
and cost a whole lot less... For $100 that you would spend on
the CB 6 pack, you can get 20 alva pocket diapers!
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pink_elephantastic
Posted 23 hours ago

Can you use disposable insert/liners for the kawaiis?
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My daughter is going on 5 weeks
old and hasnt pooped in over two
days?

newborn constipation....formula
fed!

Screams bloody murder when we
change their diaper.
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